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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3543205A1] There is described a filling valve (5; 105) for a filling machine (1) configured to fill a receptacle (2) with a pourable product;
the filling valve (5; 105) comprises a flow channel (11; 111) having an inlet opening (15) for receiving the pourable product and an outlet opening
(18) for feeding the pourable product into the receptacle (2); the filling valve (5; 105) comprises a closing member (12) arranged within the flow
channel (11; 111) and configured to be controlled at least between a full closing position, in which the closing member (12) is configured to prevent a
fluid connection between the inlet opening (15) and the outlet opening (18), a full opening position, in which the closing member (12) is configured to
allow the fluid connection between the inlet opening (15) and the outlet opening (18) through a full opening passage, and at least one intermediate
position, defining a respective intermediate opening passage for the pourable product; the closing member (12) is configured to be controlled
towards the full closing position in a direction against the flow direction (D) of the pourable product within the flow channel (11; 111).
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